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1 First steps

1.1 Before use

Handle Hydroo with appropriate care! The casing is made of aluminium, wood and plastic; in-
ner parts consist of sensitive electronic pieces.  

• Do not break or drill into your Hydroo
• Make sure that Hydroo is placed on a stable surface.
• Do not put it near an open flame, liquids or splashing water!
• Do not use Hydroo near electromagnetic fields. This can cause temporary or 

permant function failure.
• Do not use Hydroo if it has been damaged.
• Use Hydroo solely for the intended purpose. (eg. construction sites, test labora-

teries)  

It is essential that you do not try to repair Hydroo yourself. Contact us if you want to change the 
battery. 

Handling of plugs, connections and buttons: Never try to plug in with force. If the connection 
does not easily fit into a plug, it probably does not fit. Check to see if the connection is perhaps 
blocked. Never press a switch too hard. 

Cleaning: When cleaning Hydroo, make sure that: 
• Hydroo is switched off!   
• No moisture gets into the device! 

Use a soft lint free cloth and do not use cleaning agents or pressurized air. 

Operating temperature: Please use Hydroo with the following temperature range: 0 °C - 50 °C. 
Using Hydroo outside of this range can cause damage to the device or can shorten the battery 
life. 

Die Abbildungen in dieser Bedienungsanleitung können abhängig von dem von Ihnen verwen-
deten Smartphone variieren. 

1.2 Downloading of App

To use Hydroo you need the suitable smartphone App. This 
can be downloaded free of charge in the AppStore (for 
iPhone / iPad) or in the Google Play Store (Android User). 
You can search for “Hydroo” or “Moisture Metre” in the Stores 
or click on this link to download the App: iOS, Android 
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1.3 Starting Bluetooth connection with your Smartphone

To start the Bluetooth connection, follow the figures below. 
 

Android users will be asked directly within the App to activate Bluetooth. Please allow 
your Smartphone to use Bluetooth.

1.4 Start Hydroo

Start your measurement device by pressing the black on/off button. The white light will then go 
on. 

 Off 

  
 On  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1.5 First Measurement

1.5.2 Connection Hydroo - Ram-in electrode

First, connect the banana plugs with the pins of the ram-in electorde. After that put the other 
side of the banana plug into the pins of Hydroo. 
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1.5.1 Connection Smartphone - Hydroo

Start the iOS-App on your iPhone/iPad. If Hydroo is turned on, the App should auto-
matically connect to the Moisture Metre. If not, please press the button “search 
device”. 

Start the App on your Smartphone . If Hydroo is turned on, please press the button 1

“search device”. 

 

You are successfully connected, when the text “connected” appears. Furthermore, the battery 
level of Hydroo will show up after a short time for processing. 

 By starting the App your Android-Smartphone asks for your current GPS-position. We save these data exclusively in 1

the context with your measurements. We do not use these data for advertising nor for any other issues.
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1.5.2 Choose material

Select the according material by pressing the “choose material” button.  
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1.5.3 Start Measurement

After you have choosen the building material, the button “Start Measurement” appears. Please 
press this button to start the measurement. The result will show up after a couple of seconds. In 
addition to the determined moisture, the surrounding temperature will appear. The adjustment 
of the temperature for the moisture will be done automatically. 

1.6 Finish measurement

1.6.1 Switch Hydroo off 

You can turn off Hydroo by pressing the black on/off button once again. It is turned off, when 
the LED of the push button is not on. 

Off
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1.6.2 Switch Bluetooth off

 
To save the battery of your iPhone, you may switch off the Bluetooth of your iPhone / 
iPad.  

 

Switch off Bluetooth by entering the settings of your Android device. Choose either 
“Bluetooth” or “Wireless & networks” and deactivate the Bluetooth switch. 
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2 Process Measurement Data

2.1 Save measurements

After successful measurements have been taken, you will have the possibility to save them. 
Just press the “save” button in the right corner on the bottom and follow the app instructions.  
With every saved measurement the current date and time is also saved. In addition, you can 
save a photo, a voice message or a comment. Furthermore, the app can identify your current 
location by using the gps-coordinates   and saves this information for your measurement. 2 3

This allows you to search for places at a later date. 

 Your iPhone / iPad asks you with the first use of the “save”-feature for permission to use location services. We save 2

these data exclusively in the context with your measurements. We do not use these data for advertising or for any 
other issues.

 By starting the App your Android-Smartphone asks you for your current GPS-position. We save these data exclu3 -
sively in the context with your measurements. We do not use these data for advertising or for any other issues.
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2. 2 Export Measurements

Saved measurements can be opened / exported at any time by pressing the “folder”-icon on 
the bottom  left of the app. 

By doing so, you receive an overview of all saved measurements. By pressing “Export” you 
can select single or all measurements. Furthermore, you may choose the desired export format 
and also the application in which the file should be opened. To send the export file via e-mail, 
choose “mail” in the dialog field. Depending on the installed Apps on your Smartphone, there 
are probably more possibilities (eg. Numbers, MS Excel) to export the measurement data. 
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3. Factors influencing measurement accuracy
Many factors influence the conductivity of wood. Wood moisture is, without doubt, the biggest 
influence on electirc conductivity. For example, dry wood is an excellent insulator. If wood 
moisture rises, electric conductivity also rises. However, there are more influencing factors 
which will be described in the following chapters. 

3. 1 Material-specific influencing factors

Wood type 

The conductivity varies with the wood type at the same moisture. Therefore, it is important 
to click on the correct wood type. 
The gross density of wood influences conductivity particularly if there are variations within 
the wood itself. This factor can be ignored due to its minor influence. 

Moisture distribution in a sample cross-section 

The distribution of moisture in a sample cross section depends on the structure of the 
wood, the temperature, the air humidity as well as the sample thickness. During the dry-
ing process of the wood there is a parabolic moisture distribution: the peripheral parts of 
the wood dry quicker than the inner parts (depending on the drying speed). Conversely, 
a high surface moisture occurs with rain or high air humidity. 

Therefore, the use of ram-electrodes is advised. It is ideal when the penetration depth of 
the electrodes is 1/3 of the wood thickness (thick woods) or 1/6 for thin woods. 

Temperature 

The temperature of the wood is one of the biggest influencing factors concerning electric 
conductivity. Conductivity increases with a rising temperature which also depends on the 
wood moisture. The influence of the temperature on the conductivity is wood type specif-
ic. 

The measuring device has an in built temperature sensor which determines the surround-
ing temperature.  During measuring, please ensure that the wood being measured is the 
same temperature as the surrounding temperature. The influence of temperature on con-
ductivity is carried out automatically by the iPhone App. 
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Measurement direction 

Measurement direction is of crucial importance when measuring conductivity: wood be-
haves in an anisotropic manner (i.e. the conductivity depends on direction). Therefore, all 
measurements should be carried out perpendicular to the grain. 

There are further influencing factors regarding the electric conductivity of wood, e.g. im-
pregnation with wood preservatives and heat treatment. Their importance does not need 
to be addressed. Wood coating has no influence on conductivity. 

Factors resulting from the storage of wood in salt or fresh water cannot be taken into 
consideration with this measuring device. 

3.2 Experimental influencing factors

Electrodes 

There are many types of electrodes (plate electrodes and needle electrodes, either op-
posite or adjoining) that can be used depending on measuring purpose. For this device 
you should use the electrodes that we offer (adjoining needle electrodes). Stick in elec-
trodes must have an electrode gap of 29 mm.To ensure that the moisture is measured in 
the required places, the tips of the electrodes should be used with isolation.  

Contact resistance 

Contact resistance is any resistance that occurs during the transition of electric current 
between electrode and wood. The better the contact between the two is, the lower the 
resistance will be and the moisture measurement will be even more precise. Ensure that 
there is contact between the electrode and the wood (large penetration depths, elec-
trodes should not be left in the wood permanently). This can also be realised by using a 
thermal paste which can be put in pre-drilled holes or on the tips of the electrodes. 

Measurement period 

With an on-going measurement period, the conductivity of the wood changes due to po-
larization effect and Joule heating etc. Standard measurements with our device normally 
take a few seconds, making the effect insignificant. If a moisture measurement is repeat-
ed with our device over several minutes, this effect can influence the measurement.   
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4. Help
In case problems arise during measurement that concern the device, then click on Problems 
and you will receive help. If you still cannot solve your problem then visit our website: 
www.hydroo.net 

Furthermore, you can find information (serial number, software version etc.) about your device 
by clicking on the help menu. You can also contact us under Contact with any questions or 
problems you may have. 
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